Research Guide specifications and ideas

Thoughts and goals

- SRG Phase II Requirements 6.6.08
- SRG Requirements 3.6.07
- SRG User Interface
- SRG Technical Architecture
- Discussions on 22-Feb-2007 led to the Sakai as client and proof-of-concept authoring tool plan
- Research Guides and Sakaibrary
- A brief look at Research Guide goals for this project.
- Possible Ways to Organize Subject Research Guides
- Example: Organized by Information Need
- Mock-up: By Course/Assignment http://www-personal.umich.edu/~shollar/srg/by_course_mockup.htm
- Mock-up: By Information Need: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~shollar/srg/by_info_need_mockup.htm
- SRG Data Object Assignments
- SRG Data Object Table

Old work

Attached to this page is a document I created based on a series of focus groups with librarians undertaken at UMICH to determine what people want out of a research guide/subject guide/course guide editor and presentation package. It references our local situation and assumes a stand-alone web product, but most of the ideas presented and the reasoning behind them should apply equally well in any Sakai-based implementation.